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who are running will win.”
Catalano said he hopes the lack of competition can be attributed to the

board’s past success.
“[Fellow school board members and I] would like to think there is a

perception in the community that we’ve done a good job,” he said. “Last
year was an excellent year; Arlington schools are excellent.”

Miller said she is pleased with the way the school board has been run.
“Financially, it has been handling money appropriately and [the mem-

bers] run the board like it should be run,” she said. “They look at the big
picture and let each school make its own decision.”

Heydlauff said not needing to conduct a large campaign also allowed
her and fellow board members to save money and focus on other issues.

“One side of me thinks [run-
ning unopposed is] good be-
cause [board members are] sort
of in the throes of trying to fig-
ure out solutions to these [finan-
cial] problems,” she said. “It
does give us a chance to con-
tinue to focus on that and not
have to worry about mounting
a big campaign.”

Catalano also said he was
pleasantly surprised with the
absence of opponents because
not worrying about a campaign

allowed board members to continue work on problems plaguing the schools.
“[My fellow incumbents and I] are dealing with a number of issues,” he

said. “We were pleased to be able to devote our full time and attention to
the work of the board and not have to divert it to campaigning.”

This time will be spent on current issues, including the current budget
cuts. Catalano said the board is working on ways to balance the reduced
revenue with the already high taxes paid by UA residents.

He said the district is dealing with $5.6 million less due to reduced
revenues, such as $212,000 of decreased state funding. There is also an
increase in expenditures, including $2 million for worker insurance. Ac-

cording to Faculty Facts, the staff memo, UAHS will
face $347,796 in cuts over the next year.

Despite the financial problems, Heydlauff said
a goal of the board is to uphold the school system’s
current successes.

“We strive really hard to look at the big picture
and want to maintain the education system we have
now,” she said.  “We have so many outstanding
achievements among the students and we want to be
able to continue to give them that opportunity.”

Although Heydlauff said she was pleased with
not having to campaign, she said she also feels dis-
appointed in the lack of competition for the up-
coming election.

“To me, local politics and the chance to partici-
pate in local bodies of government are probably some
of the closest [chances] you’ll ever get to [participate
in] real democracy,” she said. “But if people don’t run,
you don’t get that.”

T
Voters went to the polls to select three UA board of education members
Nov. 4. Normally, residents choose from several candidates, but this time
the challenge of deciding the most-qualified was nonexistent.  Three in-
cumbent members, Gloria Heydlauff, William Catalano and Chris Widing
were the only candidates running for the three open seats.

Heydlauff said she and her fellow board members were surprised when
they learned they would be running with no opposition.

“We [anticipated] that we would have other people running because
there were a number of candidates who ran two years ago,” she said.  “We
thought maybe some of those candidates would come out again.”

She said she believed more community members would run due to the
changing financial plan, which includes $1.5 million of budget cuts for the
2003-04 school year.

“[Financial issues] are the kinds of
things that you anticipate will bring other
people out,” she said.

Junior Abbey Crosby said she is
satisfied with the state of the schools,
but she would prefer more competi-
tion in elections.

“With more candidates running,
those who would be the best fit for the
position would get the vote, as opposed
to someone who is not as well-trained,
but who is elected because no one else is
running,” she said.

Senior Joe Taris said candidates running unopposed is a flaw in any
democratic system.

“[Candidates running unopposed] don’t give the people a variety of
political ideas to choose from,” Taris said. “It puts voters in a situation
where they have to choose to conform to the system or to get out [by
moving away].”

UAHS parent Gayle Miller said the lack of candidates makes voting
seemingly unnecessary.

“As a voter, I think [the lack of options] is difficult because you don’t
have any choices,” she said. “It doesn’t matter if I vote or not, the people

Easy win for UA school board incumbents
Concern raised among parents, community, students regarding lack of voter choice

|Kaitlyn Williams|

�

”
“Local politics and the chance to partici-

pate in local bodies of government are
probably some of the closest [chances]
you’ll ever get to [participate in] real de-
mocracy. But if people don’t run, you don’t
get that.

—School board member Gloria Heydlauff

Board members Margie Pizutti, Gloria Heydlauff, Superintendant William Schaefer, board

president William Catalano and board treasurer Marvin Founds discuss the budget at the Oct.

20 school board meeting.  Heydlauff, Catalano and board member Chris Widing (not pictured)

ran unopposed in Nov. 4 election.

photo|Elyse Schatz|
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Matthew Kish does not resemble a normal adult at UAHS. He cruises around
the block in his sleek, white car before and after school, as well as during
lunch, wearing a blue T-shirt and dark sunglasses. And one glaring accessory
sets Kish apart from every teacher, parent, student: he has a Glock 9 mm
pistol holstered at his waist.

Kish is a campus security guard for the school, having worked full-
time at the school last year, he now fills in part-time as this year’s regular
guard. Kish and his colleagues work for Hall and Associates Inc., a pri-
vate security firm that contracts with the high school. The administra-
tion sees the guards as essential to protecting the parking lots from van-
dalism. Some students disagree with the administration on the value of
this service, while others feel intimidated by the guns the security officers
carry in plain sight.

Kish said they have always had a gun as part of Hall and Associates’
policy, but sometimes the guards have kept them concealed. It is up to
the individual guard to decide whether to his or her weapon in the open
or concealed.

Asked when he would consider using his gun, Kish responded, “The
threat would have to be very high [at UAHS] to use the gun, considering

it’s a high school with kids. Most likely it would have to be a threat from
outside the school, and it would definitely have to be an imminent threat.”

He does, however, consider the gun a deterrent to resistance, even
if it is never used. Kish said it is an important part of the image of
providing security.

Much more likely is a less severe conflict at UAHS. In the case of a
fight with a student, Kish said he would first try to calm the student down
verbally and give him or her the chance to defuse the situation. Failing
that, Kish would engage in hand-to-hand restraint, trying to pin the stu-
dent and keep him or her from doing any harm.

Even so, senior Ross Woessner does not think the gun is necessary.
“I honestly can’t think of a reasonable situation in which they’d use

[the gun]. I don’t think they should carry them,” he said. “I’m sure mace
or some measure like that would be more effective.”

Kish and the other security guards do carry a form of mace, called
Oleoresin Capsicum or OC gas, in addition to their gun. Kish said OC
gas is slightly stronger than regular mace, causing a respiratory burning
sensation and making the target’s eyes water, but without inflicting any
permanent damage.

Assistant principal Max Hamman said he is glad security guards
carry these weapons if they feel it necessary. There is no guarantee,
he said, that all crimes will be committed by students. The guards
might also run into an adult criminal who could carry a gun of his
or her own.

If a significant number of students are strongly intimidated by
the visible guns, Hamman said the administration could work with
Hall and Associates, the security officers and the community to
resolve the situation in a satisfactory manner. He said, however,
that he personally does not think it is detrimental to have the gun
visible as long as everyone understands the officer is licensed and
authorized to carry the gun on school grounds.

Originally the school had a single Campus Supervisor, a mem-
ber of the school’s own staff assigned to oversee the school pre-
mises and parking lots to prevent vandalism. Following a series of
cases of severe vandalism and theft in the late ’90s, Hamman said
the school added the second title of Campus Security through a
contract with Hall and Associates.

“It became clear to us that we needed more than one person,”
he said. “And we needed someone who carried a little bit more
weight [as a police] officer. They have full rights of a police of-
ficer and the same authority as a police officer.”

The guards are expected to work with the students and, as
Hamman put it, “Pay attention to Board [of Education] policy
and exhibit good bedside manners, so to speak.”

He explained that this means guards should keep student per-
spectives in mind, and not be too forceful with students commit-

|J-I student Daniel Merritt|

over?protective
Students question need

for gun-carrying security

guards; administration

maintains ‘better safe

than sorry’ stance

High school security guard Matthew Kish patrols the senior lot during lunch.

Students have mixed responses about Kish’s unconcealed gun.

photo|Alex Dappen|
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ting minor crimes, such as littering on school grounds.
The school’s guard sometimes changes from year to year, but Hamman

said both the district and the UAHS administration talk to and approve
each new guard.

Kish said he was selected to work at UAHS because he has training in
dealing with minors, and that he
enjoys getting to know and working
with students. He added that work-
ing at UAHS is much more relaxed
than many other assignments at Hall.

Kish has picked up his share of
amusing anecdotes of high school life.

“[The funniest thing I’ve seen at
UA] would have to be last year, when
one of the students would go to the
same garage to have a cigarette every
day for a week,” he said. “Every day he’d get busted, yet he’d keep going to
that same garage. He never tried any other place, or to hide.”

In addition to these types of disciplinary concerns, the security guards
are also prepared to respond to serious crimes such as school shootings
or kidnappings, but mostly they deal with day-to-day security issues at

”
“Some precautionary measures and pre-

paredness is far better than looking back
on a situation afterwords, wishing you had
been more prepared, wishing your approach
has been a bit more anticipatory.

—Assistant principal Max Hamman

Ambition: The drive to succeed in life’s endeavors.
Grateful: To be appreciative and to give thanks
for the gifts in your life.

The Character Enrichment Team, CET,
posted these positive words around the school
during previous quarters.

Sophomore team
member Sarah Jane
Dugger said the words are
meant to improve morale.

“The team puts up a new
word during every quarter,”
shse said. “Hopefully the
words make a positive im-
pact on the student body.”

Well, some of the stu-
dents did act, but in an un-
expected way; in Septem-
ber another word was
posted on the stairwells and
throughout the hallways.

Failure: When your best
isn’t good enough.

Seniors Justin Birchard
and Ross Hardy said they
posted the signs merely to
amuse the student body.

“We just wanted people to appreciate the
humor, ” Birchard said.

They got the idea from Birchard’s previous
co-worker and decided to bring it into UAHS.

“There were similar positive word signs
around my workplace last year,” Birchard

said. “One of my co-workers came up with the
idea and thought it would be funny.”

What seemed like a funny idea took the duo
most of last year to finally put into action.

“We talked about making signs all last year but
we never were serious about
it,” Hardy said. “We ended
up doing it because we were
bored in class one day.”

Both students said they did
not put up the signs with the
intent of undermining the CET.

“We definitely don’t
have anything against the
team,” Birchard said. “I
think that they do a good
job with blackout and other
school spirit functions.”

Instead, the pair said
they merely wanted the
signs to be comic relief.

They achieved their
goal. Numerous students
said they considered the
posters hilarious, including
senior David Straka.

“When I first saw the
signs, I thought they were really funny,” he said.
“After learning about the CET’s signs, I under-
stand why the members might be upset.”

The group posted several other words so far
during the school year.

Plagiarism: Why re-invent the wheel?

Arrogance: It never hurts to think you’re bet-
ter than you really are.

Procrastination: Working hard pays off later;
hardly working pays off now.

The CET’s reaction was different; some
team members were confused, while others
felt aggravated and annoyed.

Dugger said she was puzzled when she first
saw the posted words.

“I didn’t know what to think when I first
saw the signs,” she said. “I didn’t understand
who would want to do that.”

Junior team member Braedon Dennis
thought the signs were annoying and incon-
siderate to the CET.

“We take the posted words seriously and try
to make a positive impact on the student body,”
Dennis said. “I know it was harmless fun, but I
don’t think kids should take it as a joke.”

Assistant principal Jim Buffer said the
CET is a unique team and UAHS is fortu-
nate to have people who care about the at-
mosphere of the school.

“The team does a great job promoting
positive aspects of the school,” he said. “I
have been to numerous high schools that lack
a positive and encouraging team like CET.”

Buffer said he knows the fake signs were intended
to behumorous, but he believed they also expressed
a lack of appreciation for the team’s efforts.

“The students won’t be punished for posting the
fake signs,” Buffer said. “It’s just a shame that not all
students take the CET’s efforts seriously.”

the school. Kish described his job as conducting constant patrols around
and inside the school, and checking the parking lot and restrooms for
vandalism, theft, drug abuse and more minor issues.

But safety is the over-riding concern in the end, Hamman said.
“We can’t ask people to put themselves possibly in harm’s way with-

out being adequately prepared for
such,” he said. “Some precaution-
ary measures and preparedness is
far better than looking back on a
situation afterwords, wishing you
had been more prepared, wishing
your approach had been a bit
more anticipatory.”

In a time when many Ameri-
cans feel insecure and high school
tragedies are no longer unheard of,

it is no surprise issues related to school security emerge. Though some
students disagree with the administration over the value of armed secu-
rity personnel and the possession of handguns on school grounds for
any purpose, Hamman and Kish said they welcome honest discussion
with students if they feel it necessary.

�

�

Signs reading “Blame: Best left to those

who fail anyway,” appeared in the hallways

recently. Other signs bore the words

“failure,” “plagiarism,” “arrogance,”

“procrastination” and “defeat.”

photo|Allie Kattoua|

PARODY: Mocking the original
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Coach Road residents’ formerly secluded neighborhood has recently been dis-
turbed by a proposed development geared towards retirees, UA zoning board
vice chairman Bob Tullett said. Residents unwilling to part with the 4.8 acres of
land recently completed a petition postponing the continuation of the project
until the 2004 election.

Junior Alexa Blank, a resident of Sandover Court, said her neighbors orga-
nized the petition and combined efforts to inform community members of the
development. Together they contributed money to hire a lawyer who collected
the majority of signatures.

Although Blank said her family signed the petition, she is not opposed to the
establishment of a retirement community.

“I’m not against the development,” Blank said. “I’m against how many houses
would be in the area.”

The current zoning area would have allowed between 10 and 12 houses,
whereas the community development would have allowed 15, making the area
slightly more dense.

Tullett said the development on Coach Road was initially proposed to address the
city’s master plan, which identified UA’s need for housing for senior citizens and retirees
that did not require much maintenance. To find such accommodations, the elderly
often leave UA due to the lack of a retirement community here.

“Most of the retirees feel like they were forced to leave Arlington to find
something other than what they really want,” Tullet said.

In response, Tullett said developer Gino Fantozzi proposed a development on

NIMBY: Not In My BackYard

Coach Road that would
address retirees’ needs,
Tullet said. Fantozzi pre-
viously worked in UA, so
the zoning board was fa-
miliar with his projects.

Though the designed
buildings would have
been further away from the road than what the current zoning allowed, many
Coach Road and nearby residents opposed the development, something Tullett
labeled NIMBY, or “Not In My BackYard.” He said the land had been vacant for
years and residents were merely resistant to change.

Rosebury Drive resident Brenda Gerhardt, whose backyard would connect to
the proposed development, said it would detract from her current view, increase
traffic and interfere with her traditional route to her kids’ school.

“There would be too many houses on too small of an area,” she said. “The
houses would be out of character.”

Residents in opposition to the development, including Gerhardt, are cur-
rently waiting for Board of Elections’ certification of the petition’s signatures.
Gerhardt said valid petitions require 1500-1600 signatures. The Coach Road
petition had a total of 2786 signatures, though typically five percent of the
names fail to meet standards. If the Board of Elections recognizes the petition,
Gerhardt said the community will be able to vote on the issue next fall.

Residents petition proposed Coach Road rezoning

|Ally Betley|

�

The future of Coach Road’s zoning restrictions,

near the corner of Coach Road and Sandover Road,

will be decided at the polls in November 2004.

photo|Elyse Schatz|

W
chew gum and we are required to wear a uniform,”
Ryan said. “It seemed like the UAHS students are
given more freedom and it’s nice that they don’t
abuse it.”

 The Scottish exchange students and most
of the American hosts spent a day at Cedar
Point. Later in the week, Ryan, an avid ice-
hockey player in Scotland, also had the chance
to see Nationwide Arena for a Columbus Blue
Jackets’ game.

“Cedar Point was so much fun,” he said. “I
spent two hours in line waiting to ride the
world’s tallest and fastest roller coaster; it was
well-worth the wait.”

Unfortunately, Ryan’s trip to America
could not last forever as he and the rest
of the exchange students flew home Oct.
21. Ryan’s goodbye to the McShanes was
more of a “see you soon”—McShane and the
other American hosts will travel to Scotland
this February.

Ryan first experienced America at a UA
football game against Westland, which he said left
him very surprised and impressed with the game’s
atmosphere and intensity.

“I couldn’t believe how many people would
attend a high school sporting event,” he said
when he saw nearly 1,000 people at the game.
“We usually have around 20 people at our high
school games unless it is a big match.”

His surprise grew when the McShanes took
him to the Ohio State vs. Iowa game and obtained
VIP passes to see the locker room.

“The largest stadium in Britain holds about
60,000 people,” Ryan said. “105,000 people [at the
OSU game] was crazy; I’ve never seen that many
people or heard that much noise.”

Ryan also had the opportunity to attend school
a few times during his stay. To him, American
schools appeared to be more laid back but in a
positive way.

“Back home we are not allowed to wear hats,

When people think of places they would like to
visit, extravagant locations such as England,
Australia, Scotland or the Bahamas usually pop
into mind. However, 22 exchange students
recently left their paradise, Scotland, and traveled
to the United States to stay with UAHS families
for 11 days.

But why would they want to come to
America rather than other prestigious places
around the world?

Scottish sixth year student John Jo Ryan,
a 17-year-old boy from St. Andrews, Scotland,
stayed with senior Tommy McShane and his
family.  Ryan decided to join the USA-Scotland
exchange program because his sister had
participated in the program and enjoyed
her experience.

“My sister had a great time when she visited
America,” Ryan said. “I just really wanted to
see another part of the world and experience
another lifestyle.”

|Brady Williams|

Inn AmericaInn America

photo|Kaitlyn Williams|
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Scottish exchange student John Jo Ryan explores life in America, UA
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Pepsi
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has a pleasant bouquet of flavor— Coke is vile.”
Opinions remained strong through the

lunch periods. Staunch supporters of the
Vanilla Coke hegemony erupted with
opposition to the audacity of the Pepsi Vanilla
industry, such as junior Jake Early.

“Pepsi is posing,” Early said. “Vanilla Coke
has been around for much longer.”

Coke seemed to have an
emotional and  somewhat
sexist attachment with other
students, too. Junior Tony
Kabealo said Coke is a “man’s”
drink, referring to its  sharper
carbonation. Senior Jon
Swanson also had an emotional
tie to the Coca-Cola brand.

“[Coke] makes my stomach
happy,” Swanson said.
Obviously, this was going to be
a more grueling match than
anyone originally imagined.

But towards the end of
fifth period lunch, Pepsi
obtained its  shining
moment of praise. Social
Studies teacher Dale
Hartney and Buffer both
agreed Pepsi Vanilla was
more amiable .  Junior
Christ ina Cal ig iur i
displayed the best insight
of the day by quipping,
“It’s more vanilla-y.’”

Then there are those
who opposed the vanilla gamut altogether.
Senior Jeffrey Pritchet hated the idea of
Vanilla cola products.

“I hate both Pepsi Vanilla and Vanilla
Coke,” Pritchet said. “I think they are both
nasty and [industries] should stop putting

itÇ|ÄÄt

weird flavors in their colas.”
But opinions aside, one vanilla cola had

to claim mediocrity in the eyes of the UAHS
student body. After 90 trials, the defeated

Vanilla Coke hobbled
away from the battle
disgraced. Pepsi Vanilla
ended the day with 49
solid votes, and Vanilla
Coke obtained only 41.
The margin may have
been razor thin, but the
consensus had spoken:
Pepsi Vanilla forever holds
a place in UAHS’ heart–
unless a Death match

2004 can prove otherwise.

Vanillavs.

CokeCokeCokeCokeCoke junior

Hi there, Sarah.

  Hello.

Are you comfortable?

  Of course, what about you?
If I was any more comfortable, I’d

be drooling.

  Ehhh ...
Moving on. A train leaves Boston

going 35 mph—

  Math’s not my thing ...
Oh, ok then, let’s say you’re a

cola and vanilla is injected in

you, what emotions come to

mind?

  Gosh, where do I start?  I’d feel
decadant, feverous and bombastic

just to name a few emotions.

Ehhh...

  All and all, I guess I’d be smug.
Good one! [pause for lack of

understanding “smug”] And with

that, thanks for chatting, Kuhman!

Qand
withA

Anytime.

Above photos: The rival vanilla cola cans and

the first two participants trial the Pepsi/Coke

taste test. Students participated in the test

during lunch Tuesday, Oct. 7.

The sharp, dense vanilla aroma surrounded the
hallway outside the cafeteria as students huddled
around to watch an event of a lifetime: Death
Match 2003, the battle between Pepsi Vanilla and
its arch-nemesis Vanilla Coke. New Pepsi vending
machines were just added to the cafeteria
including  the latest product from the cola industry
—vanilla additives. UAHS only sells Pepsi
products; the Battle Royale Pepsi
Challege set out to find if
students are being oppressed by
their choice of beverages.

90 random-colored Dixie
cups were divided into two
groups on the table: Vanilla
Coke on one side and Pepsi
Vanilla on the other. Anyone
who saw the setup as they
walked by during lunch periods
on Tuesday, Oct. 7 was eligible
to taste and give their opinion.
The test: try both cups and
choose which is more preferable.

As the lunch periods wound to a close,
students flocked around for a chance to spout
their opinions—and to have a couple free
swigs of cola. The results were mixed. Some,
such as junior Megan Hutton, said Pepsi has
a more watery taste than Coke, but others
like junior Hank Wagenbach said Pepsi owns
a “sharper” taste.

“Coke seems flat,” Wagenbach said.
Overall, the survey established two key points:

Pepsi Vanilla has a more prevalent vanilla
flavoring than its Coke competitor while still
maintaining a sweeter taste. After close to two
hours of testing, the quotes and opinions poured
and fizzed like cola.

According to assistant principal Jim Buffer,
Pepsi is the way to go.

“I much prefer Pepsi Vanilla,” he said. “It

photo|Bailey Capelle|

photo|Allie Katoua|
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Upper Arlington, Ohio
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Faculty’s awareness of cheating

epidemic prompts formation of

Student Ethics Committee,

drafting of Academic Code

caught
actthe

in

|Kendrick Sledge|
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Senior Jackson* was caught cheating on an exam last year and received a
zero as punishment.

Junior Clarissa* was caught cheating after paying another student to
do her work during freshman year.

Junior Alan* was caught with answers written on his arm during a test.
And the list goes on.
Jackson said pressure was his main motivator for cheating, even though

he knew his actions were wrong.
“It was a pretty stupid move,” Jackson said. “I regretted it mostly be-

cause of the grade. I probably would have done fine without [cheating,
but] with the pressures of exams, it just seemed easier.”

Clarissa said her motivation for cheating was due to doubt in her
own abilities.

“I didn’t feel I would be able to complete the assignment and get a
good grade,” she said.

After turning in the assignment, Clarissa said she still felt she needed
a better grade and submitted the work for publication in Bare, the school’s
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Library Media Specialist Laura Piazza said
the Student Ethics Committee was formed at
the request of Greenhill to evaluate and pre-
vent cheating and plagiarism.

“It began with [the faculty] wondering if
there was a problem,” Piazza said.  “And if
so, what did we propose to do about it.”

The committee is composed of Piazza,
Greenhill, seniors Geoff Gatts and Paul
Hoffman, parents Robin Comfort and Blair
Adams and teachers Denise Forrest, Jan
Kelley-Stafford, Dave Schreiber, Dan Ludlum
and Kendra Chandler.

Greenh i l l  s a id  eve ryone  need s  to
take part in combating
what he calls “the cul-
ture of cheating.”

“The s tudents , the
parents and the teach-
ers, all of us have to take
some ownership in solv-
ing this,” he said. “It
can’t just be the teach-
ers ;  s tudents  have to

take some ownership in it too, because it
hurts students.”

Currently, the committee meets regu-
larly to discuss student and teacher reac-
tions to the proposal. At a recent meeting,
senior Paul Hoffman voiced student con-
cerns gathered from a discussion of the pro-
posal in his government class. Students
worried that with a zero-tolerance policy,
their reputation could be damaged if they
were wrongly accused of cheating.

However, Greenhill said students need to
realize the importance of this proposal. He
fears a student who cheats in high school will
continue those trends in other aspects of life.
This concern was a main motivator in creat-
ing the Academic Code proposal.

“Once people start cheating, it  be-
comes a part of your everyday life,” he
said. “Then you start cheating at work,
on your income taxes and it becomes a

T

arts magazine, in an attempt to receive extra
credit. It was published.

“[The person who had done the work] was
angry that I was receiving [recognition] for
something I hadn’t done, and that’s when I
got caught.”

Clarissa was suspended from school for
three days and received two Saturday
Schools; the writer received no punishment
for helping Clarissa cheat.

“I really learned my lesson after I was
caught cheating, and I haven’t cheated
since,” Clarissa said. “Doing my own work
would be easier than any punishment.”

English teacher Karen Franklin, who
caught Alan with test answers written on his
arm, said she called his parents and recorded
a zero for his test grade.

“It is not hard to figure out that someone’s
been [cheating],” Franklin said. “With a
simple scan around the room, I can see where
people’s eyes are.”

These three examples of cheating are not
uncommon, according to the “Faculty and
Student Survey Pertaining to Student Eth-
ics” given to UAHS staff and seniors in spring
2003. The survey found that 52 percent of
students admitted to cheating in the past
month. Of these, 61 percent reported copy-
ing another student’s homework as the most
common offense.

Principal Kip Greenhill said the survey
confirmed the faculty’s suspicions of a cheat-
ing epidemic.

“Only six percent of students [had] not
seen cheating in the past month,” he said.
“That shows there’s a problem.”

Despite this, Greenhill said he does not
think the amount of cheating is increasing.

“I think it’s always been there,” he said.
“I think one of the things that’s happening
[is that] we’re catching more of it.”

Math teacher Joseph Chatlos said he has
seen a rise in cheating, but he was unsure if
this was because he is now aware of the prob-
lem and is looking for it.

Junior Andrea Hunt said she does not
think cheating is becoming more common.

“I think it has always been here and
always will be here,” she said. “I don’t
think it’s necessarily any worse than it
has been, though.”

pattern of living.”
Piazza also said she worries students

wi l l  pe r s i s t  in  cheat ing  the  re s t  o f
their  l ives.

“[Cheating] is just not good; the trade
off is not good for you.  You can’t see it now
because there’s  [too much] hanging in the
balance,” she said.  “One of the worst things
you can do with your life though is to fool
yourself into thinking that ... getting to the
top is all that matters.”

Greenhill said changing students’ atti-
tudes about themselves and cheating
will alleviate the problem.

“I think the school has a respon-
sibility in moral education,” he said.
“It’s important for the school to em-
phasize that it is wrong to steal, that
it is wrong to say derogatory things
about people, and I think it’s wrong
if we don’t address cheating. Part of

The following is an excerpt from Arlingtonian

discussion. Participants were randomly chose

tionally represent the student body and incl

Joey Doyle and Amy Sheeran, junior Phil 

sophomores Rick Avery and Sarah Toothman.

Sheeran: Cheating is taking an unfair ad
ing information that no one else in the clas
to as readily.

Walters: Getting answers through somethi
your own knowledge.

Doyle: Cheating is when you do something
wrong and you take advantage of the acad
and turn in work that is not yours.

.....
Toothman: See, I think [cheating] goes back 

because it’s like the worst feeling when the te
at you when they know you haven’t done your h
people just [copy answers to homework] befor

Avery: [People cheat for] better grades, t
Walters: [Cheating] doesn’t get you mor

of the subject.
Sheeran: I liked what [Sarah] said. Like if I

math homework then I know I feel guilty wh

Discussion hig

“Once pe
a part o
start ch
taxes an

”“By high school [students] know that cheat-
ing is wrong. They don’t need any moral
lessons, that’s for elementary schools and
parents to teach.

—Junior Andrea  Hunt
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our job is to educate beyond academics; it’s
also to teach wholesome values.”

Chatlos said he believes clearly defining
cheating will help curb the problem.

“[Students] know putting the answers
in their calculator is wrong, but talking
about questions or copying homework,
they don’t see that as wrong,” he said.
“[That’s why] we’re working on rewriting
the academic [code], because it’s pretty
vague right now.”

Piazza said the students she has caught

copying homework did not seem to fully re-
alize the immorality of their actions.

“I think they were uncomfortable that
they were caught, but they managed to
make that level of cheating inconsequen-
tial in their own minds,” said said. “Actu-
ally, what was even scarier was that they
did it for a friend: ‘Come on she had a long
game last night, she got home, it was late,
she did everything else, she didn’t do this,
this is nothing, it doesn’t really count.’ The
list was extensive.”

Hunt said more students do not care that
copying homework is cheating.

“I think [students] realize it’s not right, but
they definitely don’t care,” she said. “To high
school students, it’s only homework, and they
know they will more than likely not get
caught. I don’t think anyone really considers
copying homework a big deal at all.”

teacher comes around to check the homework.
Toothman: [Students don’t always cheat because of] a fear

of failure, but it’s almost what your peers will think of you if
your grade slips.

.....
Doyle: [To curb cheating, teachers] have to explain the

importance of every assignment [and] make sure people un-
derstand the benefit of doing it. Then I think students will be
less likely to cheat and they’ll understand that by doing their
homework they’ll benefit more than just copying it.

Sheeran: I don’t know about [teachers] having to justify
themselves on every assignment. That’s going to cause a lot
of smart aleck comments.

Doyle: I think it’s interesting that a lot of the time people
stereotype the dumber kids or the underachievers as the
cheaters, but that’s not necessarily true because there are
just as many kids who are ranked in the upper top percent-
age of their class who cheat just as much to keep that edge.

Sheeran: There is rampant cheating in the AP classes. Not
necessarily on tests and things, but on homework.

 Avery: I know there are a lot of kids who stay on top of
reading, but there are also the kids who read Spark Notes
the night before and end up getting the main points.

Toothman: I think it all goes back to the grading sys-
tem and if there weren’t such high pressures and just
getting it done to get it done and not what the actual
content was, then there’d be less cheating.

.....
Avery: If the teacher is gone, or is not paying at-

tention, and you can see the answer to something like
a multiple-choice question, you could [say], “Oh, that’s
A.” Obviously I think anyone would be tempted. I don’t
think anyone would pass that up when they can see
the answer and their grade is suffering and don’t need
something to fail them out so they glance to their left
or their right.

Walters: I think a lot of students take [cheating] seriously.
Toothman: I don’t think [students] really take [cheat-

ing] that seriously because it happens so much. The
teachers basically have no way of knowing unless they’re
standing right there and people aren’t stupid enough to
[cheat] right in front of them. So I think it’s hard to
figure out how much [cheating] is going on because a
lot of it is so unnoticed.

ghlights students’ views on cheating

”
eople start cheating then it becomes
of your everyday life, and then you
heating at work, on your income
nd it becomes a pattern of living.

—Principal Kip Greenhill

photo collage|Bailey Capelle and Allie Kattoua|

Previously, the high school did not have an
academic code. Though the Students’ Rights
and Responsibilities Handbook addresses cheat

The Proposed
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transcription|Allie D’Aurora|
For complete transcripts of the roundtable discussion, please visit our web site at www.arlingtonian.com

focus
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[Cheaters] aren't
confident in
themselves.� If
you feel you'll do
bad, you feel the
pressure to cheat.

Senior

Chris France

ing, the section is brief and undeveloped. The
new code contains detailed information on the
definition of cheating, its consequences and the
appeals process.

The Student Ethics Committee’s creation of
the Academic Code is only a draft at this point,
Greenhill emphasized.

One problem the committee recognized is that
students feel pressure to succeed. The “Proposed
Academic Code For Upper Arlington High School”
discusses the faculty’s awareness of the pressure stu-
dents face. Part of the pre-
amble states, “Upper Ar-
lington students are in a chal-
lenging academic environ-
ment where the pressure to
compete and to succeed
can be enormous.”

Even with that
pressure, the commit-
tee does not want stu-
dents to turn to cheat-
ing as a way out. A
draft proposal from the
committee contains a
list of options other
than cheating, such as:

“1. Seek additional
help from their teacher

2. Utilize tutorial ser-
vices available in the
Writing Intervention Workshop,
the Multi- Media Lab for Technology, the Math Lab,
or the Global Language Resource Lab.”

The committee also hopes to raise awareness
regarding morality.

The Proposed Academic Code says, “It is the
goal of Upper Arlington High School to help every
student be successful and to possess a strong sense
of ethics.”

Greenhill said one way the school can help
students gain this sense of ethics is to educate
them in what is right and wrong.

However, Hunt said she does not think moral
lessons will have an effect on high school students.

“By high school, [students] know that cheat-
ing is wrong,” she said. “They don’t need any
moral lessons, that’s for elementary schools and
parents to teach.”

Another goal of the committee is to stan-
dardize the punishment for cheating. Greenhill
said even though the current consequences are
already standardized for students refered to the

An Epidemic
Students comment on

scope, nature of cheating

“[People who
cheat] are just
lazy and wait until
the last second to
do their work.�
They are the kind
of people who
don't care about
their grades and
are willing to get

it done by any means possible.
Freshman Zack Andrews

“We go to a
pretty competi-
tive school
where it seems
like the average
isn’t a C but an
A. Stress to do
well in school
stopped coming
just from par-
ents, at least for me, a long time ago.
I feel as though I have to do well to
impress teachers and compete with my
peers so they don’t think I am stupid.”

Junior Alysa Kopech

”“I mean [students] know putting the answers in their calcula-
tor is wrong, but talking about questions or copying home-
work, they don’t see that as wrong. [That’s why] we’re work-
ing on rewriting the academic [code], because it’s pretty vague
right now. —Math teacher Joseph Chatlos

70%
source|Josephson Institute of Ethics 2000 survey|

“Sometimes kids
just don't want to
do the homework
or study for the
test or write the
essay.�It's easier
for them to copy
the answers from
someone else or
go to the Internet

to do the work for them.
Freshman J.J. Holzworth

Arlingtonian writers Ashley Anderson and
Allie D’Aurora also contributed to this article

office for cheating—offenders receive a zero on
the work and attend one Saturday School; fol-
low-up offenses result in suspension—not all
teachers refer students to the office. The Student
Ethics Committee hopes to make punishments for
cheating more objective.

“I wanted to make sure that all students were
treated equally,” Greenhill said. “Some teach-
ers would hand out one set of consequences and
other teachers would hand out others.”

In order to accomplish this, the Proposed Aca-
demic Code includes detailed sections on the

ramifications of getting caught
cheating. For a first offense, the pro-
posal states:

“1. The student shall receive
a ‘zero’ on the assignment
or test.

2. The teacher will ar-
range a student/parent/ad-
ministrator conference.

3. The student will be
put on formal probation in
that course for the remain-
der of the school year.”

After that, if the student
cheats again during the

same school year, he or
she will be suspended

from school.
R e g a r d l e s s ,

Hunt says defining
punishments may not help, because if a student
does not respond to the punishment, there are
not many other options for the school.

“I think the school is being as tough as they
can be without going too far,” she said. “Giving some-
one a zero and a Saturday School is about all you can
do. If [the student] doesn’t respond to that or to a
suspension, the school really can’t do anything else.”

A final goal of the committee is to clearly de-
fine what constitutes cheating. In the section of the
proposal entitled “Define Dishonesty,” a list of seven
examples of cheating are given in the attempt to
relieve any confusion students may have. The ex-
amples range from attempting to help another stu-
dent cheat to plagiarism of phrases, passages or en-
tire papers.  The list is “not intended to be all-in-
clusive,” but the Committee hopes raising aware-
ness will lower the prevalence of cheating.

graphic|Yeye Zhang|

of 21,000 high school stu-
dents nationwide admitted
to cheating on an exam

�
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What things do you usually do as mental preparation before an impor-
tant event, such as a test or recital? Perhaps you mutter a sacred mantra
under your breath, or chug down a gallon of cherry coke to clear your
aura. Whatever it is, has it evolved into a recurring ritual? Many UA
athletes have absurd, yet seemingly effective pregame routines they prac-
tice religiously before important games.

The football team heads over to the locker room immediately after
school Friday afternoons, nearly four and a half hours before kickoff.
After its traditional team meal, the players watch a variety of game foot-
age to prepare for the night’s game.

During this prep period, the team
members also have some personal time to
prepare mentally for the game.

Senior captain Chris Burton said he
usually keeps to himself and tries to stay
focused before the big game.

“I don’t do anything weird before games,”
Burton said. “I just listen to music and get mentally ready for the game.”

Although it may appear to his teammates that Burton does not do
anything unusual before games, Burton does have some relatively con-
cealed traditions he has followed throughout his high school career.

“I never shave before the night of a game,” Burton said. “Also, I
always wear the same spandex, under-armor shirt and wristbands for
every game.”

Senior wide receiver David Straka also has strict pregame supersti-
tions he has followed since his sophomore year.

 “I used to have long hair so I would have to wet my hair before
every football game so I could see,” Straka said. “I have much shorter
hair now, but I still do it.”

Straka has another superstition that was originally unintentional.
“I accidentally put my socks on inside-out and didn’t have time to

change them before the opening kickoff,” he said. “But I ended up play-
ing a good game and I have done it ever since.”

Senior quarterback Mike Maciejowski does not have any strange pre-
game habits, but he became superstitious after a streak of wins and losses
last season that he felt were connected to his shoe apparel.

“I ordered a new pair of cleats just before the opening game
last year and we  ended up beating Newark on opening night,”
Maciejowski said. “I couldn’t find my cleats for the next two
weeks and we lost both of those games.”

But things picked up for the foot-
ball team when

UA athletes reveal strange pregame rituals, good luck charms

|Brady Williams|

Maciejowski ordered a new pair of the lost cleats.
“I ordered a new pair of the same cleats and we won our next five

games,” he said. “But then I lost the new cleats and had to wear my old
ones and we lost to Pickerington, which ended our season.”

Not only football players have pregame habits or superstitions be-
fore games. Golf, soccer, lacrosse and basketball players each prepare
for competitions differently.

Senior basketball captain Ben Lupton has a very strict pregame rou-
tine he has followed ever since he started playing basketball at Jones
Middle School.

“I never want to be rushed be-
fore games so I am always the first
person dressed and ready to play,”
he said. “Then I dribble a basket-
ball and listen to music; I like to get
mentally prepared.”

While some athletes have strict
pregame habits, other athletes choose a more relaxed and less seri-
ous pregame approach.

Senior lacrosse player John String said he has never had serious pre-
game habits or routines.

“I usually shoot and hang out with my teammates before the games,”
String said. “I don’t like to get myself worked up or be too serious; I
don’t like to get nervous.”

Junior golfer Brian Matthews considers golf’s greatest challenge to be
the mental game.

“Since golf is not quite as physical as sports such as football or lacrosse,
I try to mentally prepare myself before the matches,” he said. “I like to
visualize my shots and situations that may occur during the match.”

Junior lacrosse player Jody Albrecht said she believes relaxation and
motivation from teammates before a game improves her performance.

“Before games, I usually go home and take a power nap and then
everyone comes back to warm up and listen to music together,” she said.
“Everyone’s excitement gives me energy.”

Junior soccer player Nathan Hall said he likes to relax and have fun
with teammates before games.

“Before games I always have shooting contests with teammate Lex
Kridler,” Hall said. “I like to remind myself that the games are still
fun and not too serious.”

Coincidence or not, these strange antics seem to help many
athletes’ performances, or at least give
them a sense of confidence that serves
to improve their game. So, if a star-
athlete has some strange superstitions

or unusual pregame habits,
don’t give him or her too
much grief—many players
are known to be fervently
successful believers in the
sport of voodoo.

hauntsuperstitions

”“
I never shave before the night of a game.

—Senior Chris Burton

graphic|Dana Harper| �
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ABOVE: Sprinting to the goal, junior Kristin

McCandlish manuevers to beat a Bishop

Watterson defender Oct. 4.

TOP LEFT: Defending her Ottowa Hills

opponent, senior Taylor Edwards scrambles to

save the ball. The girls field hockey team

ended its season 8-4-2.

TOP MIDDLE: Junior Kristen Becker tees off at

the OSU golf course Oct. 17 during the State

golf tournament. The girls golf team finished

third at the event.

TOP RIGHT: Rallying the crowd at the Dublin

Scioto game Oct. 17, seniors Allison Kuehn and

Katie Vaughan cheer on the football team.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Helping the team achieve its

winning record of 14-8, junior Phil Geiger

shoots a goal at the Oct. 15 boys water polo

match against Worthington.

BOTTOM LEFT: Diving for the ball, junior goalie

Hank Wagenbach keeps Dublin Scioto from scoring

the winning goal. The boys tied the game 0-0

Sept. 30, making their record 14-1-3.

MIDDLE LEFT: Senior Callie Crosby scans for a

pass to lead the team to victory at the Oct. 8

match against Thomas Worthington. The girls

won the match, bringing their record to 15-4.

photo|Bailey Capelle|

Fall sports kick into action with new

players, new attitudes, new tactics

action
athletes

in
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Choir, band and orchestra concerts are typically
not the hot event of the evening for high school
students. This fall, however, all eyes are on the
stage with the Vocal Music Department’s
presention of the second annual Fall Follies and
UACT’s upcoming fall drama, “The Miracle
Worker.” Fall Follies hit UA Oct. 23 and 25,
and “The Miracle Worker” will be unveiled Nov.
13, 14 and 15.

Disney theme, which Kauffman said
provided many levels of difficulty
for students.

“We got lots of styles of music
within the theme—there were
some very simple tunes, but there
were also some more complex jazzy
pieces,” he said. “There was really
a full range.”

Disney also helped attract au-
diences to Fall Follies, senior Vo-
cal Ensemble member Sondra
Dunn said.

“Disney was more of a family-
oriented theme, so kids can come
and have a good time,” she said.
“We tried to promote it among the
students and attempted to get word
of it out in the community.”

Senior Vocal Ensemble mem-
ber David Bahgat also said the
mood of this year’s show was more

geared toward families.
“It was a totally different tone,” he said. “Last

year, because it was Broadway, we had a lot of
character development in the performance, but
this year it’s just ‘smile and be happy.’ The mood
was very happy and colorful and loud.”

Performing this year were 330 students,
Kauffman said. In addition to large group per-
formances, this year’s show featured twice the
number of small acts, with nine solos or small
groups. Dunn said she liked the increased num-
ber of small acts, because it “created more oppor-
tunities for people to shine.”

Kauffman said putting the show together was
easier this year because students understood the
nature of the performance.

“Since students had done it
before, they understood the
concept—last year I tried to
explain things to them, but
they didn’t really understand
until dress rehearsal, where
you see the overall produc-
tion,” Kauffman said. “This
year they were able to learn
things and pick up things
quicker because they were
able to see more of what I

was seeing.”
Bahgat said he liked the performance aspect

of the concert.
“Fall Follies gave all the choirs a chance to

A distraught, spoiled child wants her doll back. But
her teacher will not let her have it until she spells D-
O-L-L in sign language into the teacher’s hand. The
child reluctantly forms the letters, not understand-
ing that she is doing something of significance. As
soon as the girl gets her doll, she hits the teacher
viciously with it, locks the teacher in the room and
stumbles down the stairs.

This scene is just a small part of this year’s
drama about Helen Keller and her teacher,
Annie Sullivan. “The Miracle Worker,” this fall’s
UACT production, will leave audience mem-
bers inspired, senior cast member Joy Shively
said. More serious than last year’s plays, this year’s
performance is based on a true story and pro-
vides challenges for actors through complex
characters and emotions, she said.

Director Jodi Stechschulte said the play also
differs from last year because it focuses more
heavily on female characters.

“It’s a play with strong female roles because
our plays have had a lot of strong male roles in

perform, dance and wear costumes. It took the
concert to another level,” he said. “But music
was still the number one goal. I enjoyed it a lot
more than just a regular concert.”

Parent Kathleen Pyrch choreographed most
dances, but Dunn helped her with several songs.
Bahgat and junior member Carrie Davidson also
choreographed one Vocal Ensemble number,
“Zero to Hero.”

“I enjoyed choreographing songs for en-
semble,” Bahgat said. “It’s often a challenge for
me because what I think is easy isn’t always easy
for everyone else.”

Kauffman said Fall Follies turned out well in
its second year.

“The first time you do something, there’s al-
ways excitement,” he said. “I [think we recreated]
the excitement the community had last year.”

Bahgat said he thought Fall Follies demon-
strated the potential of the choir.

“It really showed that the choir is not just a
choral group but can do other things at other
levels as well,” he said.

Freshman Mason Toothman said the choir
performed very well.

“It was very well put together, and I enjoyed
it,” he said. “It brought out the best in all of
the singers.”

The Miracle Worker

Fall Follies

graphic|Dana Harper|

Students take the stage

Senior Sondra Dunn and junior Sarah Kuhman dance in the

women’s glee rendition of The Princess Diaries’ “Stupid

Cupid,” at Fall Follies. The Disney-themed show included a

variety of acts and was well-attended by students and

community members Oct. 23 and 25.

photo|Bailey Capelle|

Fall vocal department, UACT productions abound

Choir director Eric
Kauffman revolutionized the
fall choir concert with the
2002 Fall Follies, a show
complete with choreography
and dancing.

This year Kauffman said he
“didn’t really have a choice”
about whether or not to produce
Fall Follies because students were so
enthusiastic. Students even came up
with ways to improve the show.

“The students were really excited about
it. It’s really a student-driven project,”
Kauffman said. “I had them all do a critique
last year about what they thought could be im-
proved about the show. We wanted to make it
better overall.”

Students  also came up with this year’s
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Band impresses with
originality, stage antics

On stage with ...

|Kyle McMahon|

�

the past,” she said.
“There are a lot of
strong actresses at the
school, and I wanted to
give them a shot.”

Shively, who plays
Helen’s mother, said she
really enjoys working
with the story and script.

“It’s a powerful
script,” she said. “It re-
ally draws you in, but it’s
a challenging piece to
work on.”

Stechschulte said
there are several story
lines; not only is the play about Helen, her
mother and Annie Sullivan, but also about
Helen’s father and older brother.

“Captain Keller was previously married, and
his older son is from his first wife but lives with
him. They don’t communicate well, and there’s
a lot of resentment. It’s somewhat resolved
through Annie Sullivan coming, but there are
issues to look at,” she said.

This complicated story results in the por-
trayal of poignant emotions, which Stechschulte
said is “not an easy thing to do, but [the stu-
dents] will get there.”

Challenges come not only in the story and
script, but also in the physical acting, Shively said.

“Junior Jennifer Daughters, who plays Helen,
has to act deaf-blind, so we basically have to
wrestle with her to make it look real,” she said.
“It’s draining for everyone, especially her.”

However, Daughters said she enjoys playing
the part of Helen Keller.

“I think it’s neat to be able to play a part that
is so unlike me, to have to pull off looking blind
and acting deaf,” she said.

Because Helen’s character is so different,
Daughters said her part is somewhat difficult.

“I have no lines to memorize, but I have
to do a lot of blocking,” she said. “It’s hard
to focus on looking blind because I can’t
look at anyone, I just have to have a blank

s ta re .  I t ’s  ha rd  to
hold it through the
whole show.”

Junior Adam Liddle,
who plays Captain
Keller, said the way the
characters play off and
contrast one another is
quite interesting.

“All the charac-
te r s  a re  ext remely
complex,”  he  sa id .
“They  don ’t  know
how to  dea l  wi th
Helen,  and  as  the
story unravels, differ-

ent traits come out in the characters.”
Senior cast member Meaghan Monfort, who

plays the part of Annie Sullivan, said she thinks
the play will be a success.

“The cast is very good and it’s an amazing
story,” she said. “It’s going to be excellent.”

The cast rehearses three to four times a week,
and Stechschulte said their work will pay off.

“It’s going to make people laugh, it’s going
to make people cry, and people are going to
leave very happy that they saw it,” she said.
“It’s a very uplifting story about not giving up
hope, the potential of the human spirit, and
what you can accomplish if you keep working
at it. It’s encouraging.”

I
If you have not heard of Guster, check them out in concert. You’ll be
treated to one of the most exciting bands out there, not to mention one
of the most unique one-man percussion sections ever.

Guster was formed when guitarists and vocalists Ryan Miller, Adam
Gardner and drummer Brian Rosenworcel met at Tufts University out-
side Boston in 1991. The trio played gigs around Boston until its 1995
independent debut, Parachute, warranted some attention. On the rise
ever since, Guster’s fourth and most recent CD, Keep It Together, came out
this June, and its tour hit Columbus Aug. 30 at Promowest Pavilion.

When the band took the stage, it was met by thunderous cheering.
Diving straight into their latest work, the musicians opened with the
ballad “Come Downstairs and Say Hello.”

Guster’s set list is different every night, which attracts crowds to its
shows. The constantly-evolving shows, paired with the band’s direct
interaction with audience members, keep Guster-aficionados coming
back for more.

The lighting at Guster shows has a reputation for being fantastic, but
the Promowest show was even better than anticipated. The best effect

was backlighting the drum riser with light peering through the openings
in the drum hardware, shooting into the venue like rays of sunlight.
Other times, spotlights that normally go from the back of the venue to
the band would reverse, going from the stage into the crowd.

But perhaps the most noteworthy element of Guster is their drum-
mer, Rosenworcel, aka “Thundergod.”  Rosenworcel does the majority
of his drumming on congas, bongos and cymbals, which is unique in
itself, but when he breaks into a lightning-fast solo, the strobe lights
begin flashing and the crowd goes wild.

Above all else, Guster’s ability to entertain is what brings fans to its
shows. At one point, roadie Joe Pisapia came out and played ‘an-’80s-
metal-hair-band-wankey-guitar-solo’ along to “Medicine,” an old Guster-
fan favorite. Nothing could outdo the finale though: Rosenworcel came
out from behind the drum set to flaunt his somewhat creaky pipes in a
cover of the classic love song “Total Eclipse of the Heart.”

In a musical era where copycats and industry-manufactured images are
commonplace, few artists have staying power. Guster proves that even after
being around for over a decade, the band is just starting to heat up. �

When: November 13, 14 and 15
Curtain: 7:30 pm
Ticket prices: $5 for students

  $7 for adults

at a glance...

The Miracle Worker

graphic|Yeye Zhang|
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The sweet aroma of hot cider wafts to
the street from the open doors of a shop
on the left; to the right, a man plays gui-
tar inside the doors of Functional Fur-
nishings. Ahead, a group of animal-
rights activists pass out fliers asking,
“Why Vegan?” while elderly couples,
families  and teens  alike peek in the win-
dows and doors of galleries. A lively
crowd frequents the Gallery Hop the first
Saturday evening of every month, when
art galleries and shops in the Short North open their doors to cel-
ebrate the artistic pulse of Columbus.

 The October Hop included all the elements of a successful
evening—friendly gallery owners, excited artists, big crowds, live
music and good treats to eat for free. The selection contained a mul-
titude of whimsical albeit “arts and crafts-y” items. Whether it was
a clay otter or a 3-D elderly couple wearing buckeye gear popping
out of a picture frame, some of the artwork looked more like family-
room décor than masterpieces. Though Picasso-esque originality was
in short supply, the Hop featured the kind of art that everyone can
relate to and appreciate. Simply put, the Hop is accessible. More
important than showcasing groundbreaking work, perhaps, is the
community environment Gallery Hops create. The eclectic gather-
ing of people is as valuable as the art on display.

|Joannie Colner|

Monthly gallery

openings provide

weekend

alternative

the Gallery Hop

photos|Yeye Zhang|

A series of wood paintings by Columbus artist J. Bende

hang in Cow Town Art Gallery at 668 N. High St. To the

right is another painting by Bende. Bende is among

many local and far-reaching artists featured in this

Short North art gallery.

Saturday night at

Without a doubt,
the highlight of the
evening was the Cow
Town Art  Gal le ry.
Glancing  casua l ly,
one may write this off
as a novelty store, but
perusing this display
revea l s  a  h idden
Mecca of creativity.
Don’t  let  the name
mislead either, there
are no cow sculptures
to be found. Accord-
ing to their official
website, it is called
Cow Town Art Gal-
lery to purposely poke fun at the national perception that Co-
lumbus is a mere agricultural city without a thriving art scene.
Cow Town works with many different artists, from Columbus to
Canada, to create an environment in which plenty of varied fla-
vors and styles are displayed.

It may take 45 minutes to park, but the Gallery Hop never fails
to impress. When driving around every Saturday night with no des-
tination loses its thrill, or the homogeneous feel of UA becomes
stifling, a Gallery Hop may be the perfect remedy. The exciting and
neighborly atmosphere promises two things: a diverse and bustling
crowd coupled with equally diverse pieces of art. Whether one
fancies stark, black and white photography, whimsical clay crea-
tures, or paintings of a more abstract nature, the Hop has some-
thing for everyone.

No longer can UAHS students get away with the old “there’s
nothing to do in Columbus!” gripe. Get in the car with a few adven-
turous, culture-seeking friends and prepare for a parking battle with
a sweet reward: the monthly Gallery Hop. �

photo|Yeye Zhang|

A passing crowd stops to look in at Global Gallery on 682 N. High St.

Global Gallery is a non-profit marketplace dedicated to endorsing and

practicing fair trade. By supporting fair trade, they hope to level the

economic playing field between power nations and third-world countries.
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am? Haven’t we all made it to high school and
achieved uniformity as brethren? Friends, Romans,
Countrymen, it would be a terrible crime to stand
idle while our spirit rock lies in the parking lot
defeated by the brigands of Westerville South. For
those who wish to achieve greatness in the rock
wars, like the 150 Hilliard folk who became part of
the police-scathing list weeks ago, here’s my plan:
stolen straight from Braveheart, I’d play Mel Gibson’s
role, kilt included, and lead a clan of vandals to the
sacred battleground housing Westerville’s mangy
rock. If any teacher, administrator or police officer
appears, we will pull out the raucously famous
mooning scene as our secret weapon.

Anyway, by now it should be apparent that I’m
poking fun at a very serious and sacred tradition
between school rivalry that maybe shouldn’t be so
sacred or serious. My father used to tell me stories of
fights turned “Robespierre style” between
Grandview and Upper Arlington back in the day.
Earlier this football season, a fistfight broke out in
UA stadium. Where does it end? The answer: in
sacrificing more than 100 students to deface a
rock... A ROCK, mind you.

 I’ve concluded that as long as schools
continue to “trash talk” each other, fist
fights will occur.  But it’s a sad day in
purgatory when there’s a mass transit of
students to the local jail over a rock. UA
students are better than that. Consider
the facts: we still have a 3% chance of
making the football playoffs and we have
enough national merit semifinalist to get
us all into college—not to mention our
lovely cheerleaders who picked up the
slack by re-painting the blessed rock
black and gold.

 Rivalry plays an integral role in high
school life, but in this situation UAHS
played the mature adult. It is sad we
couldn’t avenge ole rocky by lifting our
kilts to the Westerville Police force, but
hey—it was cold that night.

|Jason Shough|

T
There are serious flaws with the way students think about cheating
today. Instead of perceiving it as the offense it really is, students
consider it just another common practice, something to avoid
failing the next reading check. Teachers are now realizing students
would rather spend a couple hours copying and pasting online than
study for tests.

Due to this decline in student morals, the administration has
been forced to create a Student Ethics Committee, solely focused
on addressing and preventing students’ cheating. That is, instead
of focusing on issues of urgency at the school, such as students’
safety or looming budget cuts, the school is forced to address the
completely preventable issue of student cheating.

The administration is clearly justified in creating this commit-
tee and attempting to change the current situation.

Though students may consider cheating a minor indiscretion, a
necessary “evil” in dire circumstances, this argument is the
rationalization of a guilty psyche. Students are not oblivious to
morality; they understand cheating is immoral. However, they feel
the end justifies the means.

Students have sadly forgotten the true purpose of education.
Focused on competition and class rank, students are driven only to
score higher to hoist their GPA past the 4.0 barrier. The purported
goals of high school—attainment of knowledge and preparation for
the future—have been forgotten. Education is intended to instill a
love of learning and knowledge that is more powerful than any
Harvard acceptance letter.

Students who cheat may get away with a better grade for the time
being, but it will lower their chances of succeeding in the future.
Instead of focusing on the short term goal of hoarding as many A’s as
possible, students should instead try to learn something in their four
years here. The goal of high school is not actually to get into the best
college possible, but to learn enough so once there, the experience can
be appreciated. Instead of learning for the grade, students need to
understand the concept of academic integrity and realize the truth in
the platitude that “cheaters never prosper.”

|Staff Editorial|

Cliché proves true
I
In my time as a journalist,
I’ve reported on some
terrible injustices against
mankind: the war in
Afghanistan, the infamous
Enron scandal and even the
untimely death of Mister
Rogers. But all of these lag
in comparison to the
tragedy that befell our
school homecoming
weekend—the vandalism of
our beloved spirit rock.

You heard me.
Seriously though, why is

the student body not as
infuriated about this as I

�

�

editorial cartoon|Yeye Zhang|

Addressment of cheating is sadly necessary

voice
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newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;

therefore, material may not necessarily

reflect the opinions or policies of Upper
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from the

Ah, the weekend. A time that students—and teachers—
look forward to for five seemingly endless days. Yet, despite
making plans and attending gatherings, there still seems
like there is nothing to do. But is this because there really is
nothing to do, or out of ignorance about what there is to
do? Instead of Friday nights becoming useless hours of tube
time, take advantage of what’s truly going on around you.

Stop going to the same movie theater, the same restau-
rant and the same coffee shop. Believe it or not, there’s a
whole wide world outside the UA city limits! Instead of
confining weekend activities to what’s playing at the Lennox,
leave the suburbs and take advantage of living next to a
major metropolitan city. The Short North, Arena District
and a diverse array of eating options offer intriguing alter-
natives to tired weekend norms.

However, if your parents do not want their precious
bundle of baby fat to leave the the borders of UA, en-
joyable activities can be found. For example, school pro-
ductions and community activities. The drama program
at UAHS is, as Principal Kip Greenhill will never fail
to praise, a truly amazing one. Instead of just watching
the same dramatized Hollywood movies, enjoy the fine
arts exemplified in your own classmates and friends. Step
out of the mall and catch a late-night sports game. At
the very least, leave the coffee shop for a teashop; you
may acquire a taste you never knew you had.

For the nights where dinner is on the menu, don’t just
grab pizza or a sub, actually look up new restaurants—the
yellow pages has even made it easy for you, just flip to the

|Tasha Manoranjan & Jess Williams|

Arlington school officials.

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,

guest columns and news releases from faculty,

administrators, community residents, students

and the general public.

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the

right to withhold a letter or column and return

it for more information if it determines the piece

contains items of unprotected speech as defined

by this policy.

As a public forum, all letters and columns

meeting the above criteria will be posted in full

on the Arlingtonian web site. They can be

viewed at www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum

of four weeks.

Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish

only legally protected speech following the legal

definitions for libel, obscenity and invasion

of privacy. The staff will also refrain from

printing stories that create a material

disruption of school activities.

Because the Arl ingtonian staff  wil l

determine content of the publication, it will

therefore also take complete legal and

financial responsibility for what is printed.

Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a

story solely on the basis of possible dissent

or controversy.

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays

all printing and production costs through

advertising sales, subscription sales and

other fundraisers.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret

and enforce this editorial policy.

arlingtonian

editors
Columbus offers surprising

doses of weekend joy, contrary

to student sentiment

teal section. Thanks to Cameron Mitchell, we have some of
the best bistros in the nation. Even the student on a budget
can venture away from the comforts of Chipotle, Taco Bell
and Wendy’s: the city should be taken advantage of! Eth-
nic restaurants and buffets are affordable for any teenager,
as long as he or she knows where to go. The campus  area
is an ideal place to find great food for cheap; these restau-
rants know a student’s budget is pretty minimal.

After you have hit up all the shops, restaurants and
theaters, one event will never fail to entertain—concerts.
Newport, Promowest Pavilion and Germain Amphithe-
ater all host musical guests throughout the year. Whether
it is a favorite band who sells out every year or a free show,
music will never fail to spice up a night. If you want a
different kind of show, Nationwide Arena and
Schottenstein Center house hundreds of events each year.
Everything from circuses to rodeos have been known to
pass through, so grab a cowboy hat and enjoy the agricul-
tural aspects of Ohio.

Columbus, one of the fastest growing metropolitan
cities  in the nation, cannot be the home of any resident
who pulls the “there’s nothing to do tonight” line.  So, get
off your high horse and scrape that manure off your shoes
with the rest of us.
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